LEVELING PAINS: CLONE GAMING AND THE CHANGING DYNAMICS OF AN INDUSTRY
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In May of 2009, Xio Interactive, Incorporated, a small company formed by recent college graduate Desiree Golden, released a video game called Mino for what was then the iPhone OS operating system.1 Within a few months, Xio released a second version of the game called Mino Lite.2 According to accompanying descriptive text published with the game listings, the two games had much to recommend them: a variety of input control options, an original musical score, two standard play modes, mobile multi-player connectivity, and even social chat rooms where players could discuss strategy or watch games in progress.3 Description of the actual game play, however, was sparse; Mino was summed up as simply a “Tetromino game” with “fast-paced, line-clearing features.”4 And at the very bottom of the description came a disclaimer: “Mino and Xio Interactive are not affiliated with Tetris (tm) or the Tetris Company (tm).”5

This disclaimer, of course, helps explain why further description of the game-play was unnecessary—and also what would happen next. To anyone with even casual familiarity with video game history, the screen shots and descriptions, sparse as they were, made it immediately apparent that Mino had deep similarities to Tetris, the wildly popular puzzle game that has sold millions of units on various gaming platforms since it was originally published in the 1980s.6 How similar, exactly, soon became a question of law,
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as Tetris Holding, LLC (“Tetris, LLC”), the company that manages the licensing of Tetris, sent a takedown notice under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act to the iTunes App Store, where the game was sold. Shortly thereafter, pursuant to the App Store’s policy at the time that applications would not remain taken-down unless a lawsuit had been filed, Tetris, LLC filed a lawsuit alleging copyright and trademark infringement by Xio. In May of 2012, the district court of New Jersey granted summary judgment in favor of Tetris, LLC. So ended the short life of Xio Interactive.

But the story of Ms. Golden, Xio, and Tetris is far from unique. Rather, it represents one of the most recent examples of the trend of copyright litigation currently resonating throughout the video game industry. This trend, dubbed the “Clone Wars” in popular media and scholarship, brings into focus once more the limitations of copyright law when it comes to the protection of software. Copyright law’s approach to clones, such as the one Ms. Golden’s company was found to have produced, is far from groundbreaking; over time, many commentators have acknowledged that the exact scope of copyright in software should remain narrow and fact-specific by necessity, in order to allow courts to strike the proper balance between protections that are too thin to properly incentivize innovation on one side, and protections that are too thick to permit further innovations on the other.11
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What makes the not-so-curious case of Ms. Golden noteworthy is the video game ecosystem it emerged from, and what that ecosystem suggests about the role that copyright law can play when presented with rapidly evolving information distribution technologies. Changing dynamics in the video game industry have eliminated many of the mechanisms that would have prevented potentially infringing clones from making it to market, and the increasingly digital video game marketplace has granted access to a larger number of developers than ever before. Without traditional gatekeepers to the marketplace—such as brick-and-mortar retailers and hardcopy distributors—copyright law has been forced into a more reactive posture. Put another way, a gaming industry copyright attorney cannot keep a clone off the shelves because the shelves have gone digital, and the processes for filling them are increasingly automated.12 While the specter of infringement litigation still hangs over any developer whose game, like Xio’s, comes too close to an existing product, this threat is increasingly a symbolic one, acted out through distribution platform takedown notices and settlement negotiations.13

This Note describes contemporary issues in software copyright through the lens of the video game industry’s so-called Clone Wars. Doing so will not only provide a greater understanding of the changing dynamics of the video game industry, but also suggest how copyright protection for software more generally can continue to adapt to the digital information age. Part I outlines the current state of the video game industry with a particular eye toward how new developments have created an ecosystem that is particularly fertile for cloning. Part II describes copyright law’s approach to protecting software. Part III discusses takedown procedures on some of the most significant video game distribution platforms. Part IV examines how all these factors play out in practice by examining several case studies that are representative of the dominant categories of litigation. Part V offers some concluding thoughts on what can be learned from the Clone Wars that may have broader applications to the wider scope of copyright law.

I. THE NEW VIDEO GAME ECOSYSTEM

While the pertinent copyright law for clone gaming remains relatively settled, the video game industry itself is in a state of flux. New distribution models, increased accessibility to the marketplace, and a boom in mobile and
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social gaming have created a rapidly changing environment that is particularly fertile for clone developers. This Part discusses the changing demographics and economics of the industry, the growth of digital distribution platforms, the new styles of games being produced by these conditions, and how the cloning phenomenon fits in.

A. THE NEW VIDEO GAME MARKETPLACE

It has become a cliché to say that information travels more quickly today than ever before, but it remains true nonetheless. The proliferation of high speed wireless internet allows people to access the large volumes of data necessary to run complicated programs—like video games—from their computer, tablet, or phone wherever they might be, whenever they might choose to do so. The ubiquity of mobile connectivity on devices that need not be wholly devoted to gaming—most notably smart phones and, more recently, tablets—is in the process of revolutionizing the industry. The days when the video gaming industry could be discussed purely in the context of console gaming or arcade machines are long over.

Like many other forms of commerce, the video game economy is going largely online. One market study suggests that online distribution of video games could surpass retail sales as soon as this year. One of the largest online distribution hubs, Apple’s iTunes App Store, receives well over 100 new applications a day from would-be game developers seeking to distribute their products on the iTunes marketplace. New video game developers spring up daily, both in the form of small indie shops and well-heeled investors; in 2011 consumers spent over sixteen billion dollars on video games. This number actually represents a small decline from 2010, but that
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can likely be attributed to the sluggish hardware sales that typically follow at the end of the console cycle.\textsuperscript{18}

One crucial characteristic of the changing video game marketplace is demographic expansion. In 2012, the Entertainment Software Association (“ESA”), an industry organization that caters to the business and public affairs needs of video and computer game publishers, released its annual demographic survey of the industry.\textsuperscript{19} This study found that the average age of gamers is thirty years old, that 68% of gamers are over eighteen, and 47% are women.\textsuperscript{20} These statistics suggest that several of the unfair stereotypes that society has attached to gamers—the pimply-faced teenager, for example, or the disaffected loner—do not have even the most basic claims to validity today.\textsuperscript{21} Meanwhile the youth and console markets remain strong—a separate study conducted by the NPB Group in 2011 found that a remarkable 91% of children aged two to seventeen played games of some kind. Much of this demographic expansion can be attributed to the growth of multi-purpose mobile platforms, most notably smart phones and tablets.\textsuperscript{22} It makes intuitive sense that an adult with no prior history of gaming would be more likely to spend ninety-nine cents purchasing Fruit Ninja\textsuperscript{23} for the iPhone he already owns than he would be to invest upwards of $200 on an Xbox 360 and games\textsuperscript{24}—let alone purchase an Atari 2600 for a comparable price in 1977 dollars.\textsuperscript{25}

A second characteristic of the broadening video game marketplace dovetails along with the demographic expansion: the rise of social
networking. That same 2012 ESA study noted that 62% of gamers now play multi-player games, while 33% play social games and another 33% play on smart phones.26 Social network gaming and mobile gaming are widely considered to be two of the major future growth sectors of the industry. An estimated 70% to 80% of mobile downloads are game apps,27 and one research firm suggests that the mobile gaming industry could be valued as high as $54,000,000,000 by 2015.28 Mobile and social gaming have also added a new revenue model to the gaming industry: the pay-in-game or “freemium” model.29 Freemium games are available to the general public at no cost.30 Instead, the games make money through the sale of premium in-game perks, items, and advantages to players via an in-game currency that can be acquired over time or purchased for real money.31 Although it is only a small percentage of freemium players who actually invest real money into the games, those players that do tend to spend significant amounts.32 Combined with the traditional video game revenue models—retail and subscription payments—this new business model is enabling publishers to monetize game content in more diverse and extensive ways than previously possible. When combined with a broader demographic base to draw from, these trends suggest an industry ripe with the potential for future growth, as well as continued change.

B. THE GROWTH OF DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION

The second key to the growth of the video game marketplace is the rise of digital distribution platforms. Historically, video game developers have been heavily reliant on physical distribution and retail sales to monetize their games. Although some early attempts were made in the 1980s and 1990s to transfer video game data across modem connections, it was not until broadband Internet became more commonplace that widespread digital
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distribution became feasible. And, of course, the ubiquity of wireless connectivity was a necessary precursor to the explosion of mobile and social gaming.

To better understand the changes wrought by digital distribution on video game sales and subsequent infringement litigation, one can return to the story of Xio and Desiree Golden. Traditionally, the process of bringing a video game to market could be broken down into seven stages: financing, development, production, publishing, manufacturing, distribution, and retailing. Had Ms. Golden sought to develop the exact same version of Mino in, say, 1994, she would first have had to pitch the game to a publisher to secure financing for the game’s development and production. The publisher would then publish and market the game and then either produce and distribute the game to retailers itself or contract with a manufacturer and a distribution company. The distribution company would then produce and distribute the game to retailers on the publisher’s behalf. Finally, the retailer would decide whether or not to purchase the game, how many units to purchase, and how aggressively to promote the games to its customers.

For a developer, this model has many drawbacks: it imposes several layers of industry players who must be convinced of the market viability of the product; it lengthens the time it takes a game to travel from development to market; and it costs money to navigate these obstacles, costs which must either be absorbed by the developer or passed on to the consumer. The total effect of these drawbacks is to create barriers of artificial selectivity between a developer and the market for the developer’s product. Gatekeepers at the publishing, distribution, and retail levels have to make independent decisions that the developer’s product deserves to make it to the marketplace before it can ever test the waters.

Digital distribution has pierced that membrane and created something more closely resembling a free market. The Internet now serves as the lone intermediary for most game downloads, and several platforms have come to dominate the marketplace. Valve’s Steam platform is the undisputed leader in personal computer game content. The iTunes App Store and Google Play
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are the leaders in mobile gaming technology for the iOS and Android operating systems, respectively. Finally, Facebook is the key player in the social gaming sector, while also overlapping somewhat into the mobile market. These platforms all follow their own individual protocols for reviewing prospective games, but each offers a highly desirable level of speed in bringing games to market. A developer need only submit a game or app, and it may soon be online, available for download or purchase by potential customers. And while these platforms all charge for the privilege, the costs to the developer are generally offset by the money saved by avoiding traditional physical distribution and the benefit of being able to deliver a new product to the consumer on a much shorter timeframe. In strict economic terms, this system also places fewer restrictions upon the marketplace; anyone with a game to sell can sell it, allowing the market more freedom to reward developers based on the superiority of their product and pricing, rather than on the arbitrary influence of distributors or retailers.

But a more open marketplace has its drawbacks. The democratizing effect of online distribution, which allows anyone to distribute a game without the need for industry connections or access to a brick and mortar distribution network, creates an ecosystem that is more difficult to police. Although the gatekeepers that once operated at the publishing and distribution levels arguably inhibited market freedom, they did serve at least one useful purpose: they could choose not to publish or distribute a game that bore the marks of unlawful cloning. While a video game distributor
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might not precisely understand the legal standards for copyright infringement, any game-savvy professional could easily look at a game like \textit{Mino} and feel some concern that its design was simply too similar to \textit{Tetris}. Additionally, as digital distribution allows more and more developers to access the online gaming marketplace, the need for individual parties to maintain upright, cordial relationships among one another becomes less crucial, which increases the likelihood of the kind of sharp dealing that often leads to actionable cloning.\footnote{It is not uncommon for cloning litigation to arise from failed business dealings. The recent case of \textit{6Waves v. Spryfox} offers an instructive example of this. In that case, 6Waves and Spryfox engaged in extensive talks for Spryfox to develop a version of its popular \textit{Triple Town} game for 6Waves. Negotiations ultimately broke down, however, and shortly thereafter 6Waves released its own game, \textit{Yeti Town}, which bore marked similarities to \textit{Triple Town}. Spryfox filed copyright infringement charges against 6waves, and the two parties ultimately settled. \textit{See Andy Chalk, 6waves Settles Yeti Town Cloning Lawsuit}, THE ESCAPIST (Oct. 11, 2012), http://www.escapistmagazine.com/news/view/120080-6waves-Settles-Yeti-Town-Cloning-Lawsuit.} And whereas only a handful of companies previously had access to the technological resources to design a video game, anyone with access to a basic suite of design tools can now create a product and put it in the market.\footnote{See \textit{About the Application Development Process}, MAC DEVELOPER LIBRARY, http://developer.apple.com/library/mac/#documentation/General/Conceptual/ApplicationDevelopmentOverview/Introduction/Introduction.html#//apple_ref/doc/uid/TP40011186-CH1-SW1 (last visited Jan. 21, 2013).} Not only does this skyrocket the raw number of developers who might potentially engage in cloning, but the disparities in size and resources between established industry players and small start-up developers create warped power dynamics that lessen the likelihood that disputes will be resolved on the actual legal merits. On one side, a start-up company designing games in a dorm room—not unlike Xio—may have little to lose from knocking off an established game property. That company may easily reach the conclusion that the short-term benefits of putting out a successful game by borrowing heavily from a known success—money, notoriety, goodwill with customers—may outweigh any long-term legal consequences. From the other side, if that same small company develops a truly innovative new game at great personal cost, it may not have the resources to pursue legal action to protect its property, whether from industry heavyweights or other small developers.

C. \textbf{Reasons for Pessimism}

There are some larger trends running through the video game industry that, while not strictly related to the cloning phenomenon, can help provide context for it. Despite the broadening of the marketplace, a number of
industry leaders have seen declining market valuations in the past year, suggesting concern among investors about the financial health of the industry. Zynga has made the most headlines with plummeting stock prices since going public in December of 2011, along with heavy layoffs through October of 2012. Other large gaming companies like Electronic Arts and THQ have also lost significant market valuation. While this may be partially driven by Zynga’s post-IPO problems and normal market fluctuation downward at the end of the console life cycle, at least one commentator within the industry believes that the freemium social gaming rush may have been a bubble that is now correcting. And just like movie studios, the fortunes of major video game developers can hinge heavily on a single successful or unsuccessful release; Electronic Arts has blamed some of its recent backslide on the disappointing results of Medal of Honor: Warfighter, while Zynga has seen a noticeable uptick in its fortunes thanks to the success of Farmville 2. Still, it is worth noting that while the marketplace as a whole may be expanding, that expansion has brought with it significant upheaval. Although the future of the industry as a whole looks strong, how well the industry’s current players adjust to the new market conditions remains to be seen.
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It is worth touching briefly on the new types of games that have thrived in this changing marketplace. Examining some of the most successful single games and dominant types reveals a few underlying characteristics that are often seen in clone lawsuits.

Simplicity. While there is still a strong market for the complicated sort of games that require a console game controller or a computer keyboard and mouse, social networks and mobile phone and tablets tend to require more limited controls. Hence, the interface for any game seeking to succeed in those markets must be minimal—generally nothing more than a touch screen or mouse in the case of social network games. Having a game that evokes simple, universal themes through its subject matter and artwork is also beneficial, since these themes appeal to the broadening demographic gaming groups.

Ease of Use. The same ubiquitous connectivity that allows mobile and social gaming to succeed also leans against involved games that require excessively complicated mechanics or long blocks of continuous game play. While a principal goal of any game is to be enjoyable enough that people want to keep playing it, building in mechanics that allow players to pick the game up and put it down quickly, while still getting a rich experience, caters better to the more casual mobile or social gamer. Asynchronous multiplayer functionality—whereby players can interact and play with one another without needing to be playing at the exact same time—has also seen a surge in popularity.

Sociability. The whole point of ubiquitous connectivity is to remain connected. That is why more and more developers are going out of their way to build in multi-player social interactions in their games. Although these interactions could be as direct as playing a game of Words With Friends against someone you know, games with a purely one-player interface often also include additional social functionality, such as a mechanic which rewards you
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in-game for inviting your friends to play the game. This, of course, has the added benefit to developers of encouraging players to do their marketing for them.\textsuperscript{54} The collective display of in-game achievements is also a popular social mechanic.\textsuperscript{55} Really just an evolution of the traditional high-score screen seen on an arcade game, achievements allow players to compete indirectly by showing off that they have completed certain goals or tasks. This represents one more way for games to combine game play with the players’ existing social network.

\textit{In-game Economy that Translates to Real Dollars.} While the accumulation of points, gold, or other currency is nothing new in gaming, in many contemporary games this currency can now be purchased with real world dollars in what are sometimes termed “microtransactions”\textsuperscript{56} or “in-app purchases.”\textsuperscript{57} Once a player acquires the currency, she can then spend it to acquire additional privileges or advantages within the game.\textsuperscript{58} Most obviously, this allows game developers a new way to monetize game content beyond the traditional pay-at-purchase and pay-for-time models. Many games also supplement this so-called freemium model with in-game obstacles that can be circumvented by advantages purchased in-game called “consumables.”\textsuperscript{59} Consumables often take the form of additional items for the player to use,\textsuperscript{60} but the term can also be applied to an action limiting resource sometimes referred to in game-design circles as an “energy mechanic.”\textsuperscript{61} In games with an explicit energy mechanic, the player’s actions consume a finite resource or
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currency that replenishes slowly over time; once the player runs out, he can no longer act. Normally this results in artificially limited game time, forcing players to log on regularly to play for short time periods, which is not an undesirable outcome for a mobile or social game. However, players can also choose to purchase more of the in-game resource with real-world money. Such a game functions off of the old truism that time equals money; by spending more money, players can play more in less time.

II. DEFINING THE SCOPE OF PROTECTION

Determining the exact scope of copyright protection for a given work requires drawing a line between the expressive elements of the work, which can be protected, and the underlying ideas in the work, which cannot be. When it comes to software programs—which are fixed as literary works of code but are valued primarily for their performance of functional behaviors—drawing this distinction is particularly challenging. Since the software industry grew to prominence in the 1970s and 1980s, copyright law has evolved rapidly to address the challenges posed by the new medium. This Part provides general background on copyright law’s approach to software by discussing the fundamental principles of copyright law and several pertinent, related doctrines. It then briefly outlines the landmark cases that set the standards still in place today.

A. THE BASICS OF COPYRIGHT PROTECTABLE SUBJECT MATTER

The foundation of copyright law comes from Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution, which grants to Congress the power “[t]o promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.” This passage is generally understood to mean that the goals of patent and copyright laws are the public good served by incentivizing scientific and artistic advancement, respectively. The private good of rewarding scientists
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and artists with the right to profit from their innovations is an important goal, but a secondary one. Under the Copyright Act, copyright protection subsists only “in original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression.” The Act enumerates eight categories of works of authorship; the two categories most often implicated by video games are literary works and audiovisual works. The Act also specifically exempts from protection “any idea, procedure, process, system, method of operation, concept, principle, or discovery, regardless of the form in which it is described, explained, illustrated, or embodied.” Although these exemptions were only added explicitly with the passage of the Copyright Act of 1976, the so-called “idea-expression dichotomy,” holding that copyright can protect only the expression of an idea and not the underlying idea being expressed, has been a longstanding foundational principle of the law. This principle is buttressed by the doctrines of merger and scènes à faire.

The doctrine of merger holds that any expression that is so closely tied to the idea being expressed that it can be said that the two have “merged” will not be protected. Merger is rare and is most commonly found in works with a “utilitarian function” or in situations permitting only a very limited number of ways of expressing an idea, so that protecting one expression of the underlying idea effectively forecloses all others from using that idea. Since the primary purpose of copyright is the promotion of progress in the arts and sciences for the public good, copyright law errs on the side of not protecting such expressions so that the underlying ideas can remain in the public domain.

Sacrificial days devoted to such creative activities deserve rewards commensurate with the services rendered.
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The *scènes à faire* doctrine states that stock characteristics of a category or genre cannot be protected by copyright. This doctrine has a similar rationale: future artists wishing to work in that category or genre must be able to access those stock characteristics.\(^\text{78}\) Additionally, these stock elements do not generally have the requisite originality of expression that would justify the reward of a copyright.\(^\text{79}\)

Taken together, this doctrinal framework expresses the underlying principles that must be navigated when determining the exact scope of copyright protection for any work, including software and video games. A series of landmark decisions in the 1980s and 1990s demonstrates how courts have applied this framework to the medium.

**B. THE TOUCHSTONES OF COPYRIGHT IN SOFTWARE**

This Section discusses the first wave of software copyright infringement cases. Section II.B.1 discusses the basic elements of a copyright infringement claim, while Section II.B.2 discusses the foundational software copyright cases: *Stern Electronics, Inc. v. Kaufman*;\(^\text{80}\) *Apple Computer, Inc. v. Franklin Computer Corp.*;\(^\text{81}\) *Whelan Associates Inc. v. Jaslow Dental Lab*;\(^\text{82}\) and *Computer Associates International Inc. v. Altai Inc.*\(^\text{83}\)

1. **The Elements of a Copyright Infringement Claim**

There are two key elements that a copyright holder must prove to succeed on a claim for copyright infringement: (1) ownership of a valid copyright and (2) unauthorized copying of that copyright on behalf of the defendant.\(^\text{84}\) Each of these elements has sub-elements.

The components of copyright ownership that are most relevant to this Note are originality to the author and copyrightability of the subject matter. Proof of registration of a copyright is considered prima facie evidence of both these components in a copyright infringement suit. When the plaintiff provides proof of registration, the burden shifts to the defendant to rebut that evidence.\(^\text{85}\) Defendants in cloning litigation commonly attack the
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\(^{84}\) 4 *Nimmer* § 13.01.

\(^{85}\) See *id.* § 13.01[A].
plaintiff’s copyright on the grounds of lack of originality\(^{86}\) or lack of copyright protetable subject matter. These are considered questions of law—not fact—meaning at trial they are decided by judge, not jury.\(^ {87}\)

Unauthorized copying also has two key components: a factual question of whether the defendant had access to the plaintiff’s work and copied it, and a legal question of whether the similarities between the alleged infringing work and the plaintiff’s work are sufficient to be actionable.\(^ {88}\) These two requirements are often referred to as “access” and “substantial similarity.” Crucially, substantial similarity requires similarity between the allegedly infringing content and the protected subject matter; since no copyright can protect an idea, similarities at the idea level cannot be used to prove substantial similarity in an infringement action.\(^ {89}\)

2. The Code and the Fixation

Today, copyright protection for video games generally takes two forms: protection of the code itself as a literary work and protection of the game as an audiovisual work.\(^ {90}\) The lineage of this protection traces back to two cases from the early 1980s: *Apple Computer*\(^ {91}\) and *Stern Electronics*.\(^ {92}\)

In *Apple Computer*, the Third Circuit held that a computer program expressed either in source or object code is a “literary work” entitled to copyright protection.\(^ {93}\) In that case, Apple filed a copyright infringement suit against a computer company for allegedly copying the Apple operating system software in order to manufacture personal computers compatible with other Apple programs.\(^ {94}\) The court held that the category of literary works was broader than just words and could also include symbols and numbers of the type that might be included in source or object code.\(^ {95}\) Furthermore, the court rejected the argument, advanced by the district court below, that copyright protection could only extend to works that were

\(^{86}\) The defendant is basically asserting that the plaintiff actually took the disputed property from someone else, and therefore had no copyright to infringe.

\(^{87}\) *See* 4 *Nimmer* \( \S \ 13.03[\text{E}][\text{c}][\text{3}] \) (citing Oravec v. Sunny Isles Luxury Ventures, L.C., 527 F.3d 1218, 1227 (11th Cir. 2008)).
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“designed to be ‘read’ by a human reader." To reach this conclusion the Third Circuit relied primarily on the revised Copyright Act as amended following the CONTU Report, pointing to the plain language of the statute that extended protection to “works in any tangible means of expression from which they can be perceived or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device.” The court went on to hold that “embodiment of a computer program in a ROM [Read-Only Memory]” is sufficient to meet the fixation requirement, even if it was not a “traditional writing.” Thus, computer programs can be protected as literary works when embodied in computer memory.

In *Stern Electronics*, copyright protection for software was challenged from a different angle: it was alleged that the audiovisual display component of a video game was not sufficiently fixed to meet the fixation requirement. In that case, Stern Electronics had obtained an exclusive sub-license to market and sell the video game *Scramble* in North and South America from the exclusive licensee of Konami Industry Company, Limited, which had originally developed the game. Stern obtained a preliminary injunction against Omni Videogames, preventing Omni from selling its own *Scramble* game, which was virtually identical both audibly and visually.

On appeal, Omni acknowledged the copyright on the code as a literary work, but contended that the audiovisual elements were not properly subject to copyright protection since they were not fixed and depended on input from the player. Since Omni had written different code to recreate these elements, it contended that no infringement had occurred. The Second Circuit rejected this argument and upheld the injunction on the ground that the audiovisual components were fixed enough by virtue of being “permanently embodied in a material object, the memory devices, from
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which [they] can be perceived with the aid of the other components of the
game.”104 The court further held that the game’s reliance on input from a
player did not remove it from copyright protection because the audiovisual
aspects of the game remained constant and responded to inputs in a
constant, systematic way, making the “repetitive sequence of images . . .
copyrightable as an audiovisual display.”105

Apple Computer and Stern Electronics helped establish the general principal
that video games, as computer programs, can be protected as both literary
works and as audiovisual displays, which—while not completely static—arise
as the result of consistent player inputs that are sufficiently systematic to
meet the standard of fixation necessary for protection.106 What these cases do
not adequately address, however, is how best to separate the protectable
expression inherent in games from their unprotectable underlying ideas.107

3. Abstraction and Filtration

Two later cases helped to clarify the border between protectable
expression and unprotectable ideas in the context of software: Whelan108 and
Altai.109 In Whelan, the Third Circuit first articulated an abstraction approach
for separating expression and idea—an approach that has been widely
criticized but is, nonetheless, still good law in the Third Circuit.110 The
Second Circuit, in Altai, proposed an alternative approach involving
abstraction, filtration, and comparison that has been more widely accepted.

In Whelan, the Third Circuit held that the proper approach to separating
expression from idea was to abstract the core “purpose or function of a
utilitarian work” as the idea and consider any functions not necessary to
accomplishing that purpose to be protectable expression.111 In that case, the
Third Circuit held that “the idea is the efficient organization of a dental
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110. See Altai, 982 F.2d at 705 (“We think that Whelan’s approach to separating idea
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does not place enough emphasis on practical considerations.”); Plains Cotton Coop. Ass’n v.
Goodpasture Computer Serv., Inc., 807 F.2d 1256, 1262 (5th Cir. 1987) (criticizing and
deciding to adopt Whelan); Sega Enters. v. Accolade, Inc., 977 F.2d 1510, 1525 (9th Cir.
1992) (“The Whelan rule, however, has been widely—and soundly—criticized as simplistic
and overbroad.”); Tetris Holding, LLC v. Xio Interactive, Inc., 863 F. Supp. 2d 394, 401
(D.N.J. 2012) (“Yet, even in the face of such criticism, the Third Circuit, sitting en banc, has
deprecated its holding.”).
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Because there are a variety of program structures through which that idea can be expressed, the structure is not a necessary incident to that idea."112 Thus, the court held that the Dentalab program at issue could be properly protected by copyright.113

The Whelan test—due in large part to over-reliance on the difficult and vague task of abstracting the core purpose of a program—has been widely criticized by both courts and commentators,114 leading the Second Circuit to propose a different test in Altai, which has been more widely adopted.115 In that case, a former employee of plaintiff Computer Associates developed a program for his new employer, defendant Altai, by drawing heavily from a program he had worked on while employed at Computer Associates.116 In response to claims of copyright infringement, Altai directed different employees to rewrite the program using entirely new code based only on written descriptions of the desired functionality.117 In evaluating the resulting programs to determine whether there was substantial similarity, the Second Circuit employed a new three-step approach consisting of abstraction, filtration, and comparison.118 The court described the process of abstracting a computer program thus:

A court should dissect the allegedly copied program’s structure and isolate each level of abstraction contained within it. This process begins with the code and ends with an articulation of the program’s ultimate function. Along the way, it is necessary essentially to retrace and map each of the designer’s steps—in the opposite order in which they were taken during the program’s creation.119

Once the allegedly infringed program has been properly abstracted, the court explained, the next step consisted of filtering out any unprotectable
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ideas from protectable expression; this process is highly fact-specific and should take place at each level of abstraction.\textsuperscript{120} This process by necessity implicates the doctrine of merger: functions dictated by efficiency should generally not be protected, nor should elements dictated by outside factors or elements taken from the public domain.\textsuperscript{121} Once all the unprotectable elements have been filtered out, the final step is to compare any remaining protected material to determine substantial similarity.\textsuperscript{122} In applying this test to the facts of \textit{Altai}, the court found the two programs to not be substantially similar.\textsuperscript{123} While the Second Circuit’s approach in \textit{Altai} remains highly fact-specific, it has been widely adopted by other courts\textsuperscript{124} and praised by commentators.\textsuperscript{125}

III. THE RISE OF THE TAKEDOWN NOTICE

As large portions of the video game marketplace move to digital distribution platforms, the administrators of these platforms are becoming critical third parties in policing disputes between copyright holders and alleged infringers. While copyright law still ultimately controls, in practice much of the critical policing of these platforms plays out in the form of takedown notices and responses that are adjudicated by internal reviewers who work for the platform. Under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (“DMCA”), Internet Service Providers like these digital distribution platforms can avoid third-party liability for infringing material if they “upon notification of claimed infringement . . . respond expeditiously to remove, or disable access to, the material that is claimed to be infringing.”\textsuperscript{126} Consequently, distribution platforms have adopted very clear procedures for taking down allegedly infringing games—procedures that generally mirror the specifications of the DMCA. Very few clone disputes, although legal in nature, actually make it to court. Instead they are often resolved by settlement negotiations that are influenced by how the third-party reviewers apply the law when responding to takedown notices. This Part discusses the
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takedown procedures of the most significant distribution platforms and the extent to which they incorporate copyright law.

A. VALVE’S STEAM

Developed by Valve, the Steam platform is the leading digital distributor for personal computer gaming.127 Steam’s website advises that any copyright holder who believes that her intellectual property has been infringed should contact Valve’s copyright agent with the following information: (1) identification of the work allegedly infringed; (2) identification and location of the allegedly infringing work; (3) contact information; (4) a signed statement the submitting party has a good faith belief that the identified use of the material is not authorized, that the submitter is either the copyright holder or authorized to act for the copyright holder, and that all the information is correct.128 A signature is also required. These requirements mirror the DMCA requirements for takedown notification.129 The only guidance provided on what constitutes a valid copyright claim is a link to the website of the United States Copyright Offices.130

B. GOOGLE PLAY

The Google Play marketplace has almost identical requirements to Steam for submitting a takedown notice. But Play takes the added step of providing an electronic form with which the complaining party can contact Google’s Copyright Agent, along with a digital signature system to expedite claims.131 In its developer distribution terms of service, Google has an additional provision stating that it will take down any product which is found “in its sole discretion” to infringe the intellectual property of others.132 In the event of such a removal, Google reserves the right to reimburse any customer who purchased the product in the previous year and charge the allegedly infringing party for the resulting costs.133 Google also documents all
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takedown notices it receives by reporting them to third-party clearinghouses, or the public. 134

C. THE ITUNES APP STORE

The iTunes App Store takedown protocols are nearly identical to Google’s. The App Store provides a form with fields for the required information. Completed forms are then sent electronically to Apple’s copyright agent. 135 On an adjacent page on its website, Apple provides general background information as to what constitutes a valid copyright, including the explanation that “[c]opyright exists in the expression of an idea, but not the idea itself.” 136 In its App Store Review Guidelines, in addition to outlining various criteria pertaining to quality and content, Apple also advises that use of any “protected 3rd party material,” such as copyrights, “requires a documented rights check which must be provided upon request.” 137

D. FACEBOOK

Facebook functions slightly differently from the other digital distribution platforms. While Steam, Google Play, and the App Store all offer customers direct downloads, Facebook users generally log on and play the games on the social network itself, either in their web browser or through the use of a mobile program. Still, Facebook’s takedown procedures for allegedly infringing material are largely the same: they require the same statutory disclosures and also offer an electronic form for contacting their copyright agent. 138 Following the filing of a complaint, the agent processes the claim and considers whether or not to remove the allegedly infringing content. 139

IV. SHORT STUDIES IN THE ART OF INFRINGEMENT

The previous Parts provide background as to the context of the Clone Wars, examining recent case studies can offer a clearer picture of how these concepts actually apply in practice. This Part examines three different examples of clone infringement to determine what they suggest about the
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larger trend and the role of copyright law. First it presents a more detailed discussion of Mino. Second, it examines the rise and fall of Scrabulous. Finally, it addresses the larger series of cases involving social-gaming giant Zynga.

1. Tetris, By Any Other Name

Although the story of Xio Interactive helps demonstrate how many of the previously discussed ideas play out in practice, the same characteristic that makes it a useful instructional case also makes it a significant outlier from the general trend of clone litigation: it was resolved in court. The vast majority of clone infringement cases, however, end up settling well short of a trial. Obviously, high legal costs often motivate settlement. But, additionally, the fact-heavy nature of the dissection of expressions and ideas tends to rely on imprecise analytical steps such as how best to “abstract” a game, making litigation harder to predict.140 Rather than leaving the fate of valuable intellectual property in the hands of a judge, many companies would prefer to negotiate a settlement instead.

In response to Tetris, LLC’s infringement claims, Xio adopted what has become a fairly standard clone defense: that it had not copied any protected creative expression and instead copied only the unprotected rules and functionality of Tetris.141 The court rejected Xio’s legal arguments, holding that the “overall look and feel of the two games is identical” and that “[t]here is such similarity between the visual expression of Tetris and Mino that it is akin to literal copying.”142 The court also found infringement with regards to a number of gameplay elements present in both games. It held that “[n]one of these elements are part of the idea (or the rules or the functionality) of Tetris, but rather are means of expressing those ideas.”143

Although this decision only comes from a district court, it still serves as an instructive new piece in the evolving landscape of video game copyright litigation. This case has much in common with other clone lawsuits, most notably that it features a larger video game company—with an established piece of intellectual property—claiming infringement against a smaller start-up company. Additionally, the games in question are mobile platform apps of
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a relatively simple nature, making the expressive and functional elements of the game more tightly interwoven.

But the outlier nature of the *Mino* case suggests that it may have only minimal predictive value. Most notably, Xio’s product was an especially blatant clone: when looking at videos of the gameplay and screenshots, the court found that the similarities between the two were so great that they represented virtually identical copying, clearly establishing substantial similarity.144 It was also clear that copying took place due to statements made by Ms. Golden, who admitted that her company downloaded several copies of *Tetris* while making *Mino* with the intent of making Xio’s game as similar as possible.145 Two other factors weighed against Xio’s defense that it copied only unprotectable ideas. First, *Tetris* is a particularly established piece of intellectual property as far as video games are concerned, and *Tetris* had been mimicked—though rarely so blatantly—by other games before. This suggests that there are other ways of expressing the underlying ideas, thus weighing against any suggestion of merger.146 Second, *Tetris* deals with falling blocks that interact in what the court called “wholly fanciful” ways—as opposed to having gameplay grounded in any depiction of reality—so the court held that this idea could have been expressed in many ways beside the one *Mino* chose to copy.147

It is also worth delving deeper into how the district court applied a substantial similarity analysis. Being in the District of New Jersey, the court was bound by *Whelan*.148 However, the court opted to reconcile that approach somewhat with the *Altai* abstraction-filtration approach.149 The court in *Tetris Holding* took the view that no matter how one chooses to articulate the steps of the process—whether through *Altai*’s abstraction-filtration or *Whelan*’s purpose-based description—the central task of the case was to “delineate between the copyrightable expression in *Tetris* and the unprotected elements of the program, then evaluate whether there is substantial similarity between such expression and Defendant’s *Mino* game.”150 In abstracting *Tetris*, the court found that:

*Tetris* is a puzzle game where a user manipulates pieces composed of square blocks, each made into a different geometric shape, that
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fall from the top of the game board to the bottom where the pieces accumulate. The user is given a new piece after the current one reaches the bottom of the available game space. While a piece is falling, the user rotates it in order to fit it in with the accumulated pieces. The object of the puzzle is to fill all spaces along a horizontal line. If that is accomplished, the line is erased, points are earned, and more of the game board is available for play. But if the pieces accumulate and reach the top of the screen, then the game is over.  

From this abstraction, the court then took an interesting step: it reasoned that since any element of a game can be tied back to the rules of a game, Xio’s defense that game elements related to rule functionality cannot be protected by copyright does not succeed. 

The case also demonstrates the takedown process in action. Originally posted to the iTunes App Store, *Mino* passed review and was made available to customers. It received largely positive reviews and was praised for possessing multi-player functionality that was actually superior to the contemporary version of *Tetris* available on the iTunes App Store at the time. Nonetheless, *Mino* was taken down once Tetris, LLC notified iTunes of the alleged infringement. The iTunes App Store, as part of its review process, informed Tetris, LLC that the game would be returned to the store unless more formal legal action was taken, leading to the lawsuit. In this way, the iTunes App Store actually channeled its own review into the legal system by declining to render any verdict of its own as to the similarity of the games. That allowed the legal similarity of the games to be established in court. It is worth noting that at this point the costs of the dispute skyrocketed: developing and submitting the game was done inexpensively, and the takedown procedures initiated by Tetris, LLC required no significant fees. The introduction of legal fees changed the financial equation dramatically which, of course, helps explain why most similarly situated parties have chosen to settle before trial.
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2. **S-C-R-A-B-U-L-O-U-S**

The story of the game *Scrabulous* tells a slightly different cloning story, one which demonstrates how timing, popularity, and a shrewd understanding of copyright law can work together to determine the success of a game.

The story begins in 2005, when Raja and Jayant Agarwalla conceived of the idea to start a website where users could go to play the popular board game *Scrabble*, which they had both played frequently while growing up in India. They launched their website in 2006 and at first had only a modest user base. Looking to reach a larger audience, the brothers launched a Facebook application of the same name—and soon found themselves the proud owners of the most popular Facebook game, with over 700,000 daily users, which generated an estimated $25,000 a month. Unsurprisingly, Hasbro, Inc., which owned the U.S. copyright in Scrabble, and Mattel, which owned the global copyright, took exception to someone else achieving overnight success with their intellectual property. Rather than immediately filing suit, Hasbro and Mattel attempted to purchase *Scrabulous* in 2008, but the two brothers refused, reportedly holding out for a “multiple” of ten million dollars, well above what Hasbro was willing to pay.

With the carrot unsuccessful, Hasbro switched to the stick, filing copyright and infringement lawsuits and pursuing takedown proceedings to remove the game from Facebook in July of 2008. The Agarwalls removed the app from Facebook and would eventually rebrand their game as *Lexulous*. This was a similar spelling game but played on a different board, with different point totals allotted to the tiles and slightly altered rules.
Satisfied that its copyright had been defended, Hasbro dropped the lawsuit in December of that year.\footnote{SCRABBLE Maker Hasbro Drops Lawsuit over Online Word Game, AFP, GOOGLE, (Dec. 15, 2008), http://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5g5DtKdbBIfIz19dDqor4B9tOmIgQ.} 

Beginning in March of 2008, Mattel launched its own Facebook game, Scrabble by Mattel. As of March 9, 2013, Lexulous had 166,632 monthly average users,\footnote{All application use statistics are taken from the website AppStats.eu, which tracks Facebook gaming application data. Lexulous Word Game, APPSTATS.EU, http://appstats.eu/apps/facebook/1000098-lexulous-word-game (last visited March 9, 2013).} while Mattel’s Scrabble, developed by major video game developer Electronic Arts had 1,266,664.\footnote{SCRABBLE, APPSTATS.EU, http://appstats.eu/apps/facebook/1000466-scrabble (last visited Mar. 9, 2013).} 

Although this may seem like an appropriate and unsurprising outcome, the story is slightly more complicated. In July of 2009, while the rebranded Lexulous and the officially-sanctioned Scrabble were both struggling to match the popularity of the original Scrabulous, a new player entered the tile-based word game space: Zynga. Its offering, Words With Friends, followed the Lexulous model, keeping the underlying idea of a tile-based spelling game but altering the layout of the board and the point values assigned to the tiles, just enough to avoid any copyright infringement liability. Words With Friends also offered a more streamlined interface and the ability to play randomly selected opponents. On the strength of these improvements, and having the benefit of Zynga’s burgeoning Facebook market presence, Words With Friends quickly eclipsed both its forerunners in popularity. On March 9, 2013, it boasted 13,666,160 monthly average users.\footnote{Words With Friends, APPSTATS.EU, http://appstats.eu/apps/facebook/1005784-words-with-friends (last visited Mar. 9, 2013).} 

The respective rise and fall of these three games demonstrates the way that a savvy player can negotiate the thin protections copyright offers to video games in order to capitalize on the demands of the market. In the beginning, the Agarwallas struck upon a tremendous amount of untapped demand for an app-based spelling game like Scrabble. However, they lacked the legal wherewithal to know that producing an exact duplicate of Scrabble would expose them to infringement liability, leading them to drastically overvalue the worth of their game when Hasbro and Mattel sought to buy it. After those talks broke down, Mattel and Hasbro knew enough to continue to enforce their copyright but were not able to follow up with a game strong enough to adequately serve the demands of the market. Zynga, meanwhile,
which neither produced a completely original intellectual property nor discovered an entirely new market, actually achieved the most commercial success of the three. By quickly producing and marketing *Words With Friends*, Zynga was able to capitalize on the underserved demand for spelling games of this type, while still implementing enough minor changes in how that concept was expressed to avoid any copyright liability. It would not be the last time Zynga would attempt to do so.

3. **Zynga, or How the Best Need Not Be First**

Zynga has become an industry leader in the mobile and social gaming space, while simultaneously becoming one of the most common parties in clone litigation suits; these two facts are not unrelated. The company has embraced the methodology exemplified by the *Words With Friends* success. CEO Mark Pincus even admitted as much in an internal memo, which said that “[w]e don’t need to be first to market. We need to be the best in market . . . . We evolve genres by making games free, social, accessible and highest quality.”\(^\text{169}\) While that may be nothing more than a core statement of beliefs, those beliefs are almost exactly in line with copyright law’s approach to software: protect it enough to encourage innovation but keep the protection narrow enough to allow later developers to push the innovative process forward.

Zynga has backed up Pincus’s words with an aggressive stance toward litigation, one that has seen it on both sides of alleged infringement claims. Electronic Arts filed a lawsuit in 2012 alleging that Zynga’s *The Ville* infringed Electronic Arts’ *The Sims Social*,\(^\text{170}\) while earlier that year Buffalo Studios accused *Zynga Bingo* of being a clone of its own *Bingo Blitz*.\(^\text{171}\) Smaller developer Nimblebit eschewed legal action as too costly and took to the court of public opinion by releasing a graphical comparison of Zynga’s *Dream Heights*, which Nimblebit felt infringed on its own *Tiny Tower*.\(^\text{172}\) Zynga has responded harshly to these accusations. The company has frequently alleged infringement on the part of its accusers, and has adopted the general position that all games necessarily infringe to some degree upon the games that came


\(^{171}\) See Takahashi, supra note 53.

before; this argument slots neatly into Zynga’s attitude of innovation through improvement.\footnote{173}

This is not to say that Zynga does not vigorously protect its own intellectually property. In one case, Zynga sued Brazilian start-up Vostu for allegedly cloning its games so closely that Vostu even copied the bugs in the games.\footnote{174} Vostu responded that Zynga had been doing the same for years, that the two companies shared investors, and that the lawsuit was only retaliation for a failed business venture between the two to help Zynga expand its market in Brazil.\footnote{175} While Zynga’s case was pending in U.S. court, Zynga also filed suit in Brazil, where a Brazilian judge quickly issued an injunction shutting down Vostu’s games for forty-eight hours.\footnote{176} The U.S. judge—worried about having his jurisdiction over the case trumped by the Brazilian court—then attempted to enjoin the Brazilian court from issuing such an order on the grounds that Zynga was flouting U.S. jurisdiction.\footnote{177} While the case ultimately settled,\footnote{178} it demonstrates the strange flavor clone cases can take on when they intermingle with international copyright laws, although in this case the peculiarities were mostly jurisdictional.

There is less to be gleaned from Zynga’s individual legal battles than there is from the larger trend. For the most part, the cases operate in much the same vein as Words With Friends did: a smaller company develops a successful game concept, which Zynga then duplicates with varying degrees of augmentation, then leverages across its larger market share to achieve greater commercial success. While there may be something unsavory about a business model that explicitly seeks to capitalize on the originality of others, that business model is not—at least in theory—out of line with the goal of copyright law. So long as Zynga is actually innovating upon those game concepts, it is difficult to argue that the promotion of the useful arts and
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sciences is being thwarted. If anything, the inequities of the business model are more economic in origin than legal—Zynga’s larger size allows it to promote games to a much greater extent than smaller developers, while the high legal costs of litigation insulate it from some of the liability it should perhaps face.

But one key flaw in Zynga’s conception of its own innovation is that it relies on circular reasoning. It justifies its cloning on the grounds that it is making better games, and it proves that it is making better games by pointing to superior sales numbers; these sales numbers are often the direct result of cloning. Although strict capitalist economics would argue that selling more units is a strong indicator that the market considers a product to be superior, there is some danger in Zynga confusing correlation for causation. It is not unreasonable to suppose that Zynga simply has better sales because it is already such a well-established brand in the mobile and social gaming markets that it can leverage its reputation and marketing power to connect with consumers and sell more games, regardless of whether those games are actually any better than their alleged source material. Without being able to control for the economic inequalities of the marketplace, it will likely remain difficult to tell if success is from marketing power or from game innovation, especially when cases so often settle before courts can apply a full legal analysis. But there is reason for skepticism whenever Zynga’s supposed innovations begin to look a bit more like minor cosmetic tweaks to avoid the narrow scope of copyright protection.

The recently settled case Electronic Arts v. Zynga was thought by some to be the case to take Zynga to task for its “fast following” ways. In that case, Maxis, a division of Electronic Arts—an even larger player in the video game industry than Zynga—alleged that Zynga’s The Ville infringed on Maxis’ The


The alleged copying went fairly deep: not just game mechanics, but also character types, design, artwork, dimensions of rooms, and color schemes, down to the Red-Green-Blue values. Initially, both sides seemed to have the determination and resources to see the case to trial, offering the possibility that this case could alter the landscape of clone video game litigation. But even if the case had gone to trial, the extreme nature of the alleged copying might, even if proven, have presented only another narrow sort of holding, like the one seen in *Tetris Holding*. Alternatively, because the two games center around playing an everyday, normal person conducting normal, realistic activities, a court might also have held many aspects of the game uncopyrightable under the *scènes à faire* doctrine, under the rationale that Electronic Arts cannot be given a monopoly on simulating the real world. Ultimately—to the chagrin of those hoping for a landmark ruling to change the law—the two companies settled out of court, leaving this case as just one more of Zynga’s clone business dealings.

V. THE BUSINESS OF CLONING

In surveying the supposed battlefields of the Clone Wars, one immediate conclusion is that they have been poorly named. From a legal standpoint, there’s nothing particularly warlike about them. Rather, they represent the collision of a rapidly evolving marketplace with a narrow, fact-heavy legal standard, the outcome of which is difficult to predict outside of court. Meanwhile, costs are falling all around the video game industry. Technology has created the capability to conduct development, distribution, and retail for much less than ever before, allowing a tremendous influx of new participants into the industry.

But one price tag remains higher than ever: the legal costs of asserting or defending a copyright in court. While the quasi-legal review and appeal processes followed by digital distribution platforms in takedown proceedings...
offer a first step, for now the video game industry is continuing to expand and diversify, in part, on the strength of newcomers who simply do not have the financial resources to access the court system. Barring a dramatic plunge in legal costs or a surprising new ruling that sets a far firmer legal standard than the precedent suggests, the onus will continue to be on digital distribution platforms to develop takedown review and appeal regimes that are as robust as possible while still remaining consistent with the law. This will permit developers to at least get their rightful remedy in the marketplace, if not the courts.

Of course, this risks concentrating too much power in a small number of distribution platforms, while continuing to leave the copyright law as a trump card that only richer developers can play. This may be less than ideal, but it appears to be the most likely direction for the industry. While development becomes more accessible, the distribution platforms are poised to become the new gatekeepers of the realm, with considerable power to not only administer enforcement of copyright infringement claims, but also to control access to consumers. Over the long term, this could actually serve to help democratize development even further—as a few distribution platforms become increasingly influential, the ability of larger developers to dictate advantageous distribution terms may wane, creating an ecosystem where smaller, leaner developers with lower overhead can compete based on the quality of their games alone. Conversely, it is also possible that larger developers will leverage their superior resources to cut advantageous distribution deals, further exacerbating the imbalances of the system. For now, barring an unprecedented decision veering off-course in the scope of software protection, copyright law is unlikely to weigh in one way or the other. Instead, clone litigation will likely continue to migrate away from the courts and toward the review mechanisms set up by the digital distribution platforms. To the extent the Clone Wars really are a war, that is where the coming battles will be fought.